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By way of a short introduction:
What I do

CopyeditingCopyediting
Everything Else



When ideas strike!





Background:
Compliance review at a glance

• Review for:
– Legal
– Ratings
– Geopolitical issues

• Advise on/route concerns about: privacy, online
safety

• Backed up by:
– Test
– Subject-matter experts
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Illegal!



It’s all about blood and cleavage



Compliance review timeline
• Preproduction

– Meet with developer, work out process and tools

• Production to content complete
– Do compliance reviews

• Proactive: Dev/Design run possible issues by editor
• Reactive: Editor/Test review builds ongoing

– Work with the team to address any issues; rereview fixed material

• Around content complete
– Wrap up reviews
– Content review meeting
– ESRB submission; video capture led, form written by editor

• After content complete
– Address content bugs as needed
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Profanity, overfiltered

We started by filtering too much, for example:

$%^gratulations, $%^gressman

– Con is not offensive in English
– The substring con is filtered inside words
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A certain
amount
of XML
hand-

editing
later ...
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Profanity, refiltered

• Necessarily, for a while in beta, we ended up
filtering too little
– (Use your imagination)

• Worked through beta on filtering just right!
• Into the wild

– It’s all about the iteration
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Organic development



One million words?



What we did
• Scoped the work:

– Figured out how much we could get loc’ed per week.
– Figured out how many weeks we had. Luckily, these fit.

• Figured out a number for "churn" (change)
– Pre-existing loc. tools could determine this by analyzing

text
– Developer agreed to hit no more than 10% churn per week

• Created a SQL back-end, web front-end editing tool
– Used MS Office APIs to create word counts
– Put out XML that the loc. tools could consume
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Also ...

• Created
and
maintained
a strong
style sheet
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More organic development



You can’t make any more changes ...

Okay, you
made
another
change.
What are
we going to
do about
that?
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What we did

• Placed editor in VO session to take changes
• Kept lines of communication open
• Planned for/performed many hours of post-

recording cleanup
• Continued diffing the source tree for changes

up to release for certification
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Do you realize what that means in
Greece?



No comment



What’s wrong here?



Questions?
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